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ABSTRACT

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) lattice defect in diamond, consisting of an N substitutional atom and an adjacent C vacancy, is commonly
observed in two charge states, negative (NV!) and neutral (NV0). The NV! defect exhibits spin state-dependent fluorescence and is, there-
fore, amenable to optical methods for spin-state readout, while the NV0 is not. Hence, the NV! defect is much more useful for quantum
sensing and quantum information processing. However, only NV0 electroluminescence has been observed, even from centers showing NV!

in photoluminescence. In the present work, we use first-principles electronic structure calculations to determine adiabatic charge transition
levels for the conversion of NV! to NV0 in the presence of substitutional N or P impurities, which provide the charge of the NV! center.
We find that the adiabatic charge transition levels in the presence of such impurities lie at energies close to or lower than the zero-phonon
line of the NV! center and that these energies only decrease as the concentration of N donors increases. This work, therefore, elucidates the
absence of observed electroluminescence from the NV! and proposes a path toward observation of the phenomenon.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0061396

I. INTRODUCTION

The NV! center is a defect in diamond crystals consisting
of a substitutional nitrogen atom with an adjacent carbon
vacancy in the negative charge state. Defects with similar
promise in quantum information have been studied,1–8 though
the NV! center is particularly notable for the plethora of its
applications in life sciences, magnetometry, and quantum infor-
mation processing9–12 due to its optical spin-state detection,
long-lived spin coherence, and demonstrated evidence of coher-
ent control of surrounding nuclear spins.13–17 The magnetic sen-
sitivity of the NV! center can be used with magneto-optical
spin detection and other techniques to map nanoscale magnetic
field variations under ambient conditions.18–20 This ability to
optically interface with its spin states also makes possible the

initialization, transfer, entanglement, and readout of the spin
states.21–24 The NV0 center is the corresponding neutral state of
the defect but does not permit any of the spin-based applications of
the NV! center. However, electroluminescence has only been
observed from the NV0 center, even when a center shows the signa-
ture of NV! in photoluminescence.25,26 Observed electrolumines-
cence for the NV! would be highly desirable as it would imply the
ability to perform nanometer scale spin qubit control.27–31 Here, we
investigate the energies associated with the conversion of NV! to
NV0 where the NV! is in the presence of substitutional N", N0, or
P" to elucidate the absence of observed electroluminescence from
the NV!.

In brief, our theoretical argument is the following. As
the potential used to inject current in order to observe electrolumi-
nescence is gradually swept to higher values, the electrons
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associated with the NV! centers are given the energy needed to
leave the defect, resulting in exponential suppression of the number
of NV! centers as the charge transition level in units of kBT is
decreased, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the tem-
perature. The relevant level is the adiabatic charge transition level
in the presence of the surrounding substitutional impurities. We
will show that the adiabatic charge transition level is near or below
the level of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) of the NV! in diamond of
1.945 eV for NV! in the presence of substitutional N", N0, or P".
Given our finding that the adiabatic charge transition level for
NV! ! NV0 in the presence of substitutional N" is higher than
the ZPL of the NV! in diamond, it should in principle be possible
to observe electroluminescence from the NV! with ultra-low con-
centrations of substitutional N (equal to or below the concentration
of NV! due to high conversion efficiency to NV), potentially using
growth and processing methods.32

In this paper, we first provide in Sec. II a description of the
computational methods and approaches we will use. We then
include in Sec. III a discussion of salient results for the adiabatic
charge transition levels of NV! in the presence of substitutional
N", N0, or P" and summarize our conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND APPROACH

To obtain the quantities relevant for the determination of the
charge transition levels, we performed first-principles DFT calcula-
tions for the various defects in diamond using the VASP code.33–35

Atomic structures were converged using the screened hybrid func-
tional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE) with the original
parameters (0.2 Å!1 for screening and 25% for mixing).36,37 The
atomic positions were relaxed until the magnitude of the
Hellmann–Feynman forces was smaller than 10!2 eVA

# !1
on each

atom, and for the stoichiometric conventional unit cell, the lattice
parameters were concurrently relaxed. The wavefunctions were
expanded on a plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 430 eV and
a Monkhorst–Pack grid of 8$ 8$ 8 k-points was used for integra-
tion in the reciprocal space for the stoichiometric conventional unit
cell. The relaxed lattice parameters of the conventional unit cell
were then used for the supercell structures. These supercell struc-
tures used 512 atoms (4$ 4$ 4 multiple of the conventional unit
cell) with gamma-point integration. To estimate the distance
between the C vacancy (V) and the N atom in the NV defects, the
midpoint between the N atom and the V was first obtained by
averaging the positions of all six C atoms that were nearest-
neighbors of either the N atom or the V . The distance between the
midpoint and the N atom was then multiplied by two to obtain the

estimate of the desired value. If we calculate the distance between
the N atom in the N0

C defect and the farthest nearest-neighbor
carbon atom from the N atom (where the farthest nearest-neighbor
carbon atom plays the role of the vacancy) using this approach, we
find 1.99 Å. If we assume that the position of the farthest nearest-
neighbor carbon atom from the N atom is given by the average of
the positions of its nearest-neighbor atoms (the three C atoms and
the single N atom), we find 1.74 Å. The actual value in that case is
2.02 Å. Though the use of a ghost atom as implemented here in
Gaussian 1638 may be preferable, the approach we have employed
here is ultimately suitable for use in identifying defects based on
bond lengths.

Our approach to obtaining the adiabatic charge transition
levels for NV! ! NV0 in the presence of N or P substitutional
impurities is to consider the equilibrium reaction,

NV! " XQ"1
C O NV0 " XQ

C , (1)

where XQ
C % N0

C, N
!
C , or P

0
C and XY implies that X is substituting

for Y in the crystal. We can break up Eq. (1) into the ionization
and reduction reactions,

NV! ONV0 " e!, XQ"1
C " e! O XQ

C : (2)

The equilibrium constants for the ionization and reduction
reactions in Eq. (2) are, respectively,

[NV!]
[NV0][e!]ion

% exp !!(NV!)=kBT& '
exp !!(NV0)=kBT& ' ( exp !!e(NV0 !NV!)=kBT& ' ,

(3)

[XQ"1
C ][e!]red
[XQ

C]
% exp(!!(XQ"1

C )=kBT) ( exp(!!e(X
Q"1
C ! XQ

C)=kBT)

exp(!!(XQ
C)=kBT)

,

(4)

where the chemical potentials are defined in detail below. The concen-
trations on the left side of the equalities in the expression for the equi-
librium constants are measured in mole fractions. Given the
relationship between the equilibrium constant and the change in the
Gibbs free energy, the chemical potentials on the right side of the
equalities can be identified with the change in the Gibbs free energy
when the given species is added to the system, whether that species be
a defect or an electron. Taking the product of Eqs. (3) and (4) yields

[NV!][XQ"1
C ][e!]red

[NV0][e!]ion[X
Q
C]

%
exp ! !(NV!)" !(XQ"1

C )" !e(X
Q"1
C ! XQ

C)
! "

=kBT
# $

exp ! !(NV0)" !e(NV0 ! NV!)" !(XQ
C)

! "
=kBT

# $ : (5)

Charge conservation requires [e!]red % [e!]ion, and thermodynamics dictates

[XQ"1
C ]

[NV!]
%

exp !!(XQ"1
C )=kBT

# $

exp !!(NV!)=kBTf g
,

[XQ
C]

[NV0]
%

exp !!(XQ
C)=kBT

# $

exp !!(NV0)=kBTf g
, (6)
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leading to

[NV!]
[NV0]

%
exp ! !(NV!)" !e(X

Q"1
C ! XQ

C)=2
! "

=kBT
# $

exp ! !(NV0)" !e(NV0 ! NV!)=2) *=kBTf g
: (7)

We note that if the electronic chemical potentials are taken to be
equal because the defects in the reaction are both in the same
crystal and are sufficiently isolated so that their environments can
be treated as identical, then the electronic chemical potentials will
cancel and the isolated defect case will be recovered. It is precisely
an adiabatic equilibrium interaction between two different defects
resulting in charge transfer that requires such an expression with
unequal electronic chemical potentials. Since we are dealing with
the loss or gain of a single electron and given that defects cannot
lose a fraction of an electron, only pairwise interactions need to be
considered. In analogy with the isolated defect case, we conclude
that the adiabatic charge transition level, (0=!), for the conversion
of NV! to NV0 in the presence of the substitutional N or P impu-
rity must be given by the Fermi level value for which the concen-
trations of NV! and NV0 are equal. Explicitly,

(0=!) % !(NV!)jEF%0 ! !(NV0)" (!e(X
Q"1
C ! XQ

C)

! !e(NV
0 ! NV!))=2, (8)

where !(NV!)jEF%0 is evaluated at a Fermi level of zero relative to
the valence band maximum.

For the case where the defects are not perfectly isolated, the
electronic chemical potentials that appear in Eqs. (3)–(7) are given
by39–41

!e(X
Q1 ! XQ2 ) % (Q2 !Q1) ( Etot(XQ1 )! Etot(XQ2 )

! "
, (9)

where Etot(XQ) represents the total energy of the XQ system and
jQ1 ! Q2j % 1. The total energies for charged systems were cor-
rected by the addition of the term Ecorr(Q), described below, to
account for the finite size of the supercell. With the addition of this
term, the electronic chemical potential !e(NV

0 ! NV!) varies by
less than 0.1 eV when calculated for supercell sizes that are
2$ 2$ 2, 3$ 3$ 3, and 4$ 4$ 4 multiples of the conventional
unit cell. The other chemical potentials appearing in Eqs. (3)–(7)
are given by42

!(X) % Ef (X)" Uvib(X)! TS(X)" PV , (10)

where Ef (X) is the formation energy, Uvib(X) is the vibrational
energy, S(X) is the entropy of X, and PV accounts for changes in
pressure and volume, which we can assume is a negligibly small
contribution.42 For Uvib(X) and S(X), we have

Uvib(X) %
X3N

i

h"i
exp(h"i=kBT)! 1

" 1
2
h"i

% &
, (11)

S(X) % kB
X3N

i

h"i
kBT

exp
h"i
kBT

' (
! 1

) *!1

! ln 1! exp
!h"i
kBT

' () *( )
,

(12)

where "i are the frequencies of the normal modes of the X system.
We note that since we consider equilibrium reactions, the entropy
change !S(X) must be identically zero. Given that we consider adi-
abatic levels, we further have that the internal energy change
!Uvib(X) must also be identically zero.

The formation energy of a species, XQ, is given by6,43,44

Ef (XQ) % Edef (XQ)! E0 !
X

i

!ini "Q ( (EVBM " EF)

" Ecorr(Q), (13)

where Q denotes the charge state, with Q [ [!1, "1], Edef (XQ) is
the total energy for the defect-containing supercell with charge
state Q, E0 is the total energy for the stoichiometric neutral super-
cell, !i is the chemical potential of atom i, ni is a positive (negative)
integer representing the number of atoms added (removed) from
the system relative to the stoichiometric cell, EVBM is the absolute
position of the valence band maximum, EF is the position of the
Fermi level with respect to the valence band maximum (generally
treated as a parameter), and Ecorr(Q) is a correction term. The cor-
rection term Ecorr(Q) accounts for the finite size of the supercell
when performing calculations for charged defects as discussed by
Vinichenko et al.45 Briefly, this correction term does not simply
treat the charged defect as a point charge but rather considers the
extended charge distribution. As the chemical potentials of the N,
P, and C atoms do not appear in the differences in formation ener-
gies for different charge states of a given defect, we have not used
them for calculations in this work.

To comment on the correction energy, the calculation of for-
mation energies using supercells with periodic boundary conditions
suffers from the divergence of the energy for a charged defect. This
is avoided by introducing a neutralizing background charge, which
adds spurious terms to the total energy of the system.45–53 As in
other work,49,50,52,54,55 Vinichenko et al.45 correct these spurious
terms by subtracting the electrostatic energy from the incorrect
model with periodic boundary conditions and adding back an elec-
trostatic energy extrapolated to the case of the isolated defect. The
main advantage of the approach of Vinichenko et al.45 is that it is
general enough to be applied to two-dimensional materials as well
as three-dimensional ones due to the manner in which it explicitly
constructs the model cell dielectric profile. The charge defect posi-
tion in the supercell plays a significant role in the accuracy of cor-
rection: a shift in the charge center from the surface for a
two-dimensional slab by 0.15 bohr changes the calculated electro-
static energy by 0.1 eV.45 This should not be a significant contribu-
tion to the error in our case, as we considered bulk defects. There
are two other contributions to the error in the accuracy of the
method: (i) the deviation from a cubic cell, which does not apply to
our case since we use cubic supercells and (ii) errors associated
with the common approximation of the defect charge density by a
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Gaussian, which also does not apply to our case since we used
charge densities from DFT. We report our results to within 0.1 eV
as that was the largest deviation we found between our results and
a similar theoretical work.56

It must be noted that quantities should be calculated in the
limit where defects are in proximity. We have already argued that
the entropy and internal energy changes must be identically zero
regardless of the limit in which they are calculated. We will see
below that if the formation energies and electronic chemical poten-
tials are calculated for defects in the dilute limit, where defects are
perfectly isolated, then the error between such computations and
computations assuming proximity is still smaller than the differ-
ence between the adiabatic charge transition levels obtained in the
dilute limit and the ZPL of the NV! in diamond. It should also be
noted that if all quantities are calculated in a given limit, our
expressions for the (0=!) adiabatic charge transition level for the
conversion of NV! to NV0 in the presence of XQ"1

C and the
((Q" 1)=Q) adiabatic charge transition level for the conversion of
XQ
C to XQ"1

C in the presence of NV0 will be equal. This result
must hold as we consider equilibrium reactions.

It is straightforward to obtain the sum of the formation ener-
gies of two defects in proximity, we simply create a neutral super-
cell with the two defects and then compute the formation energy
for that supercell using Eq. (13). Though we cannot compute tran-
sition levels using Eq. (8) from such supercells, as differences in the
total energies of the NV! and XQ"1

C or the NV0 and XQ
C enter into

the calculation and not their sum, we can use such supercells to
bound the error associated with assuming the dilute limit. Let
Ef (X" Y) be the formation energy for a supercell containing X
and Y. We define #X,Y % Edil

f (X)" Edil
f (Y)! Ef (X" Y), where

Edil
f (X) and Edil

f (Y) are computed in the dilute limit from Eq. (13).
For charged defects with opposite charges, electrostatics dictates
that the formation energy for the supercell containing two defects
should be lower than the sum of the formation energies for the iso-
lated defects. In our work, we indeed always find #X,Y . 0. In
general, if Eprox

f (X) and Eprox
f (Y) are the formation energies for

defects in proximity to one another, Eprox
f (X) % Edil

f (X)! $X,Y and
Eprox
f (Y) % Edil

f (Y)! (#X,Y ! $X,Y), where 0 + $X,Y + #X,Y.
Applying similar reasoning for the electronic chemical potentials,
we see that

(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dil % (#NV! , XQ"1
C

! $NV! , XQ"1
C

)! (#NV0, XQ
C
! $NV0, XQ

C
)

+

"$NV0, XQ
C
! $NV! , XQ"1

C

,.
2, (14)

where (0=!)prox is the adiabatic charge transition level for defects
in proximity and (0=!)dil is the adiabatic charge transition level for
defects in the dilute limit. Therefore,

j(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dilj + #NV! , XQ"1
C

" #NV0, XQ
C

+ ,.
2: (15)

If XQ
C is neutral, electrostatics implies that #NV0, XQ

C
+ #NV! , XQ"1

C
so

that

j(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dilj + #NV! , XQ"1
C

: (16)

In calculating #NV! ,XQ"1
C

, defects within the same supercell are
placed such that the minimum distance between them is as large
as possible with periodicity enforced.

For the case of the conversion of NV! to NV0 in the presence
of N0

C, we consider a neutral supercell with three defects and
define #X,Y,Z % Edil

f (X)" Edil
f (Y)" Edil

f (Z)! Ef (X" Y" Z). Then,
applying the same reasoning as above, we find

j(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dilj + #NV! , N0
C, N

"
C
" #NV0, N!

C , N
"
C

+ ,
=2: (17)

For equal distances between the three defects, we should have
#NV0, N!

C , N
"
C
, #NV! , N0

C, N
"
C
so that

j(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dilj & #NV! , N0
C, N

"
C
: (18)

Given that a supercell with three defects that is the same size as a
supercell with two defects will generally have smaller defect separa-
tions, to be able to make a fair comparison we take,

j(0=!)prox ! (0=!)dilj & (#NV! , N0
C, N

"
C
! ~#NV! , N"

C
)" #NV! , N"

C
,

(19)

where the N"
C in the two-defect supercell that was used to calculate

~#NV! , N"
C
was placed at the same separation from the NV! as the

N"
C in the three-defect supercell that was used to calculate

#NV! , N0
C, N

"
C
. Such an approach to obtaining the error means that it

still unnecessary to calculate the chemical potentials of the N, P,
and C atoms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin by discussing the structure of the defects investi-
gated in this work. The converged lattice constant of diamond for
the conventional unit cell was a % 3:539 Å, in good agreement
with a previous theoretical calculation of a % 3:545 Å.56 We found
an electronic bandgap of 5.4 eV, also in good agreement with previ-
ous experimental57 and theoretical58 results. The atomic structures
of NV0, NV!, N"

C , N
0
C, N

!
C P"C, and P0C, are shown in Fig. 1. The

presence of the N substitutional atom and the adjacent C vacancy
(V in the NV! defect) breaks the tetrahedral symmetry of the
diamond crystal so that only three-fold symmetry remains along
the N–V direction, which is one of the [111] axes of the original
crystal. The distance in the NV! between the N and V positions is
longer (1.86 Å) than the three remaining N–C bonds (1.47 Å),
which are slightly shorter than the C–C bonds in the diamond
crystal (1.53 Å). The NV0 also exhibits breaking of the tetrahedral
symmetry of the diamond crystal. Similar symmetry-breaking
applies to the case of the N0

C defect. Indeed, for N0
C, the symmetry

is a threefold rotation around one of the originally equivalent four
[111] axes of the diamond crystal because one of the N–C bonds is
significantly longer (2.02 Å) than the other three (1.46 Å). Thus,
the structure of the N0

C defect is essentially equivalent to that of
the NV! defect, both involving three strong N–C bonds and either
the absence of a fourth bond (in NV!) or a weak N–C bond (in
N0

C), the latter bond being 38% longer than the three strong bonds.
These findings are consistent with previous theoretical work59–63
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and with experiment.64–66 The N!
C defect exhibits the same struc-

ture as the N0
C defect with the longer bond having a length of

2.18 Å and the three shorter bonds being 1.43 Å in length. The N"
C

defect preserves the tetrahedral symmetry of the diamond crystal,
and the P"C and P0

C defects show comparable structures to the N"
C

and N0
C defects, respectively. The C3v symmetry found for the P0C

defect is consistent with other literature studies.67 We also consid-
ered supercells with multiple defects in order to estimate the error
associated with assuming the dilute limit for the conversion of
NV! to NV0 in the presence of XQ"1

C . Given that the supercells we
used imply very high concentrations of defects, our estimates
should bound the actual error between the dilute limit and experi-
mentally realized systems. Based on the bond lengths for the super-
cells [Figs. 1(h), 1(i) and 1( j)] containing two defects, we conclude
that the NV in the supercells is indeed is NV! and that the substi-
tutional atom in the supercells has a single positive charge. For the
supercell [Fig. 1(k)] with three defects, we conclude that the farther
substitutional N defect is neutral, that the closer one has a single
positive charge, and that the NV in the supercell is NV!. The dis-
tances between defects in the supercells were chosen such that the
distances between the NV and the substitutional atoms would be
as large as possible. In the supercell with the additional substitu-
tional atom, the distance between substitutional atoms was chosen
to be as small as possible.

For the charge transition levels, we consider the cases where a
NV! is in the presence of the N", N0, or P" substitutional impuri-
ties. We have included in Table I electronic chemical potentials and
chemical potential differences for the NV! ! NV0, N"

C ! N0
C,

N0
C ! N!

C , and P"
C ! P0C transitions and comparisons with other

literature studies. In Table II, we see that the adiabatic charge tran-
sition levels of the NV! all lie near or below the ZPL of the NV!

of 1.945 eV. These charge transition levels are measured relative to
the conduction band minimum given that the NV! is acting as a
donor.56 If we consider three defects, two of which are substitu-
tional N atoms and one of which is a NV!, electrostatics dictates
that under appropriate proximity conditions, we will have one N"

C ,
one N0

C, and one NV!. Precisely, if we let rX, Y be the distance
between X and Y, for 1

r
N(1)
C

, N(2)
C

. 1
r
N(1)
C

, NV
" 2

r
N(2)
C

, NV
, the electrostatic

FIG. 1. Structure of (a) NV0, (b) NV!, (c) N"C , (d) N
0
C, (e) N

!
C , (f ) P

"
C, (g) P

0
C, (h) NV + PC with total charge Q % 0, (i) NV + NC with total charge Q % 0, ( j) NV + NC with

total charge Q % 0 at a different defect separation compared to (i), and (k) NV + 2NC with total charge Q % 0, all with the same orientation as the one indicated in (d). Carbon
atoms are shown in brown, phosphorus atoms in pink, and nitrogen atoms in purple. Carbon vacancies are shown as dashed circles. The distance between the C vacancy (V )
and the N atom in the NV defects was obtained as described in the text. The distances between defects are measured between two N atoms or between the N atom and the P
atom for the NV + PC supercell. All distances are minimum distances except for 12.34 Å, where the minimum distance was 12.19 Å if periodicity is enforced.

TABLE I. Electronic chemical potentials and chemical potential differences in eV for
adiabatic transitions. Values from other theories are in parentheses, values from
experiments are in square brackets, and Eg is our theoretically calculated bandgap
of 5.4 eV.

Electronic chemical potential or chemical
potential difference Energy

!(NV!)jEF%0 ! !(NV0) 2.8 (2.7a, 2.8b)
Eg ! (!(N0

C)! !(N"
C )jEF%0) 1.8 (1.8a, 1.8b),

[1.7c]
!(N!

C )jEF%0 ! !(N0
C) 4.7 (4.6a)

Eg ! (!(P0C)! !(P"
C )jEF%0) 0.7 [0.6d]

!e(NV
0!NV!) 12.2

!e(N
"
C ! N0

C) 13.1
!e(N

0
C ! N!

C ) 14.2
!e(P

"
C ! P0C) 14.1

aHSE06 calculation for a 512-atom supercell using a cutoff in the
plane-wave expansion for the wavefunction of 370 eV (Ref. 56).
bHSE06 calculation for a 64-atom supercell using a cutoff in the plane-wave
expansion for the wavefunction of 400 eV (Ref. 2).
cExperimentally determined thermal activation energy of conduction (Ref. 71).
dExperimentally determined donor activation energy (Ref. 72).
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energy of one N"
C , one N0

C, and one NV! will be lower than the
energy of two N"

C and one NV2! for any nonzero screening length.
Such an expression immediately implies that for a high enough con-
centration of substitutional N atoms, some neutral ones will exist
near NV! defects. Since the adiabatic charge transition level for
NV! in the presence of substitutional N0 is lower than the corre-
sponding transition level in the presence of substitutional N", we
then conclude indirectly from Table II that higher concentrations of
substitutional N impurities will lead to lower adiabatic charge transi-
tion levels. Consideration of intrinsic defects such as carbon vacan-
cies does not change the argument that a higher concentration of
substitutional N donors leads to lower adiabatic charge transition
levels. Indeed, taking the dilute limit and using results from Deák
et al.,56 the adiabatic charge transition levels lie at least 3 eV below
the conduction band minimum for NV! in proximity to a carbon
vacancy in any charge state except for !1. For the !1 charge state of
the carbon vacancy, the adiabatic charge transition level is 1.5 eV
below the conduction band. However, charge neutrality then
requires at least two substitutional N donors in close proximity (one
to supply the NV with an electron, and the other to supply the
carbon vacancy with an electron). implying a high concentration of
donors. Observed photoluminescence can be explained by the fact
that in that case photoionization thresholds would apply instead of
adiabatic charge transition levels.68–70 Essentially, the results indicate
that electroluminescence is unlikely to be observed for more than a
very low concentration of substitutional N impurities.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, our results establish that ionization of the NV!

defect in diamond under an applied potential is enhanced as the
concentration of substitutional N impurities is increased and that
the mere presence of substitutional N or P donors lowers the adia-
batic charge transition level for the NV! transition to NV0 near or
below the ZPL of the NV!, thus inhibiting electroluminescence.
Nonetheless, as the adiabatic charge transition level for NV! in the
presence of N" substitutional impurities is higher than the ZPL of
the NV!, we believe electroluminescence would still be possible
from NV!. This result could be achieved by using ultra-low con-
centrations of nitrogen donors (equal to or below the concentration
of NV!) or a deeper donor than substitutional N. Fundamentally,
we argue that observed electroluminescence is intimately coupled
to high conversion efficiency of substitutional N impurities to NV
defects, with near perfect conversion favoring the observation of
electroluminescence.
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